Adaptive Management Stakeholder Board Meeting Minutes

3 November 2003

The R.L. Harris Stakeholder Board met on November 3, 2003. The following action and
discussion themes resulted.
Additional information w as requested, primarily by the Alabama River Alliance
1. Model cost/benefit of 1 turbine phased generation with/without geotubes
Establish a cost estimate of what this mode of operation would cost. Specify this mode
unless 1 of the 2 emergency conditions (flooding or emergency power generation needs)
result.
AL Power agreed to evaluate and provide a cost for this.
2. AL RA wants to see evaluation of a house turbine that would provide capabilities to
duplicate the Heflin gauge flows
3. Determine costs to remove existing units and replace them.
Given the modeling w e have now the follow ing Options w ere presented for continued
study and review
Option A: Heflin Gauge
Option B: For some attenuation of peaking affects geotubes above Cornhouse Creek (CHC)
provide some benefit
Option C: House turbine with peaking
Option D: Phases generation at times

Key Issues and Challenges
1. The original team charter established the used of fact-based decision making.
Modeling is our agreed-to means of scientifically establishing this. Statements and objections
need to be backed with supporting evidence or they are only opinions.
2. Some criticism was directed at the scientific focus of findings so far.
Visualizing hydrology and biology is tough for some team members and observers. More
simplification of key scientific messages to landowners and the non-scientific community was
requested. Less jargon and techno-speak where possible, please.
3. The original team charter established that new members from original organizations
would be welcome, but that they would be expected to show up prepared to play.
Some breakdown in this process is taking place. For the team to progress it is especially
important for all members to be thoroughly familiar with history of the process and team
decisions. Findings for the next meeting will be distributed at least 2 weeks in advance to enable
participants to familiarize themselves with the material.
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4. An end-point for creating more data must be established and agreed to.
Stopping in mid-stream is not an option. Tonight’s discussion has shed some light on some new
issues, primarily that of peaking. It’s time to evaluate the models that are in place. A tremendous
amount of data is available for review.
5. Significant debate on the river pooling issue exists
The “14 miles of pooled river” perception must be addressed and scientifically evaluated.
Different views are an acceptable component of the process. Opposition to modeling various
alternatives are not.
6. Modeling Deliverables
Bill will develop and post animations to the website within a week
Elise will complete the requested model additions by February 2004
7. The next meeting of the Board will be planned for the 1st week of March 2004.
Meeting objectives will include:
•
•
•
•

Review pros/cons of each option
Review what the model says about biological impact of each
Deliverable will be some starting point that makes the most sense
We will aim for achieving the greatest consensus possible in the room

In the meantime, direct questions as possible to:
Kathryn Mickett, Research Associate
ALCFWRU
(334) 844-9318
mickekd@acesag.auburn.edu
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Discussion Notes

Discussion themes from the 11/3 meeting follow.

Tonight’s Goals
•
•

Establish if we have enough consensus on Board findings to schedule a public meeting
or not
Establish if we have adequate knowledge to perform modeling

Should we consider Alabama River Alliance’s (AL RA) questions and letters first?
Alabama River Alliance preferred to address these after the ALP presentations.
Is AL RA opposed to instream structures completely?
Geotubes below Cornhouse Creek (CHC) are AL RA’s major concerns
The last meeting examined structures above CHC, at the end AL RA inquired about structures
below CHC. As a group we said yes; 1 member was opposed
Recapping the goals w ould be useful for April. Stan’s proposal included 3 flow plans.
When did w e get to a flow target?
Facilitator: flow target of the gauge was established. Flow assumptions were analyzed.
April: are their 3 flow plans in the model or one?
Gauge, gauge with considerations for peaking month; gauge with different percentages.
Elise to Bill: The Heflin gauge w as modeled at 100% of Heflin as the benchmark,
From that, several issues were explored for modification
For filling during April there are some dry periods; use of Heflin gauge
Is daily or weekly best?
Coming off a hiflo event, alternatives were needed for managing the flow rate in hi and lo
flow conditions
Floatable events during rafting peak season was requested.
Some consistency of overall flow s is sought. Was this flow a daily monitor, a w eekly
average? What w ill w e agree to on a 12-month basis for monitoring?
A weekly average was agreed to using a modified Heflin flow with accommodations for hi/low
conditions. The plan was to accept 1 year of operation with these as a starting point for operation,
using adaptive mgmt and learnings to accommodate new learnings.
Tubes below CHC are recommended (if they do not cause flooding into CHC) by AL Power
Introductions w ere requested
Adam Snyder of AL Riverkeepers pointed out that no agenda was shared prior to Friday. A better
job needs to be done with advance communication.
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AL Power Presentation
14 miles: Warris to Wadley (Malone is almost exactly at the midpoint)
1-200 ft intervals were run to validate resolution of the model; to determine if anything was being
missed. (June/July) following the May flooding. Some definition was enhanced, but overall the
1999 cross section upstream from Malone was confirmed.
Downstream from Malone, surveyors obtained additional data. The assumptions here are NOT
linear. Additional hydrolyic control points were identified. Taylor’s Bottom’s was the deepest point
(20 ft depth) identified in the survey. A number of new findings emerged that reflected substantial
differences from the prior modeling and assumptions.
17 areas were identified in the survey. The rock garden, a very shallow stretch.
Several potential sites for reregulation emerged from this study. Flat spots in the riverine channel
w er e s ought
CHC, Mile 8.7, river mile 5 (afforded a 3.5 mile back channel)
This was previously used as. This model reflected that of an elevated water tower in flow. The
notch in GT determined flow.
Lower, longer GTs appear to be preferable. (Drain spout model). Longer flows retard the flow
downstream without having to resort to a higher geotube. Distant + storage capacity seem to
improve.
Wider notches appeared to be preferable. 30ft, 25 ft and 20 ft notches seem better.
5 rereg structures working together seem best. More continuous flow results from linking the
secondary sites on both ends with the 3 primaries in the middle.
How much fluctuation can be expected?
It depends on the magnitude of the release from RL Harris. A steady state condition would have a
2 ft increase at river mile 5. Upstream, the difference becomes less than a foot. At CHC less than
.1 ft at CHC is predicted.
Wave or constant downstream discharge will determines the height and patter of flow.
GTs were modeled at RM 11, RM 8.7, RM 5.02, RM 1.99 and RM .48.
GT heights of less than 5 ft were specified
Is the length of pool determined with max GT height or average GT height?
Maximum
The storage and length of pool behind GTs are the major components being modeled.
Day-second-feet unit of measure
Are GTs structures that are inflated and deflated or solid structures?
These are solid, socklike structures
Have sedimentation considerations been taken into account behind the GTs?
Yes, Sedimentation is not predicted to be a problem with notches in the structures
Have high water events (35 ft above flood stage) been anticipated?
Yes. Some question the believability of flooding predictions and effects
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Is there a way to estimate velocity of water through the notches?
Yes. At 500 cfs, a 5 x 20 width would generate a 5 ft/sec velocity (4 to 6 would be average)
How will notches be marked?
Several alternatives exist. Floating buoys, Cable with streamers or markers (a la kayaking) seem
like the most practical means
What about night lights for night fishing?
All of these would have to be examine and discussed
These would need to be marked in some fashion. Lights make sense to explore.
Are blue indicators on the charts the same as bestgate?
No green would indicate this. Several of these are 20 or 30-minute pulses.
Operating at Bestgate is 6500 cfs. The issue is duration
What do the flow numbers on the graph indicate?
763 cfs indicates flow over a 24-hour period.
The model was calibrated for 2002, a very dry year. Results correlated very well. AL Power was
pleased with the results.
What does this tell us?
It demonstrates that the Heflin gauge works +/- 5% in a variety of conditions.
This is not about the day to day operations, it is about confirming usefulness of the model.
Low flows and sporadically low flows were checked. Was there any reason April was not a
month that was checked?
The intent was to calibrate the model under extremes in conditions.
May 8th event will be a significant flood event…should be covered for 300 years
USGS derives historical events that may redefine the 500-year flood
*** Specific questions on May event referred to break period..comples/out of scope for modeling
discussion.
Malone Bridge is at what mileage below the dam?
7 miles. Measurements begin at Wadley and comes upstream
Why wasn’t a worst-case scenario: max flow for max period of time modeled?
It was modeled. Under full discharge, the level of impact from the GTs is minimal….flow goes
right over them.
At the end of the day will we still be washed out during power generation?
If there are more than 4 hours of operation, the advantage of GTs diminishes.
Fish and aquatic plant habitat requiring consistent pooling conditions will also benefit.
What about times of more frequent or peak operation?
Pulsed operations will not be affected by the first pulse wave. Subsequent pulses are minimized
though. There is some shaving of the first event.
What’s the number?
606.81, 606.89, 606.91
Even with power operations there is some diminution on the daily
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Is this model more typical of a wet, spring month?
All can be modeled on specific months. This one focused on dry period operations in this phase
of modeling
For these models there was no intervening flow or rain events.
50 cfs was the lowest end the model could be run on.
Flood Condition Modeling: 2 geometry situations were examined
The level of impact can be moderated by moving the GT further upstream. Where the GT was
initially marked, with the 100-yr flood event the impact would be close to 2 ft.
Addressing Stan’s May proposal for potential means with GTs to address what’s sought.
For Boatable days: 4 weekends (Sept/Oct). Modeled considered a dry condition that would
afford 500 cfs at Wadley.
Everything is based on Wadley. A 1/3 ft there generates what at Malone?
This can be calculated. The pool there would suggest there that the fluctuation there would be
less that a third of a foot. This can be calculated at Malone or Price Island if there are specific
questions from the Board.
What do the blue boxes on the spawning schedule chart indicate?
For the spawning schedule the blue boxes represent 30-minute generation periods
Facilitator: There didn’t seem to be a great deal of benefit between 3 tubes and 5
5 creates more pooling, but there less overall impact in flows. There was no difference between 3
and 5 GTS in high flow events
There are tradeoffs between pooling and extra obstruction
Pooling isn’t necessarily a benefit because it fragments habitats on the river. There is a specific
ripple/run/pool ration. Many tiny reservoirs aren’t necessarily a good thing
Is any velocity data available on the pools?
Yes, but they were not presented tonight. Elysie needs this for the model to extract what is
running through the pools at different discharges
What period of time was envisioned for a spawning window?
No specific time was planned. The spawning period was envisioned as a “floatable” window that
would be flexible. A level CAN be maintained for spawning according to the model presented.
How likely would it be during a normal rainfall year to have these periods during
bass/bream spawns?
Summer periods occur about every 3 years. Prolonged dry spells result then. Spring is more iffy.
2000. During times when Harris can’t be filled by May 1, low flows are most likely. Situation
becomes dire in these conditions. We may not be able to do this every year due to high flows, or
em.
The periods we’re seeking a constant flow occur during times when it can do any good.
A spawning window during hi flows, or an emergency generation period
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Is any data available about fish passage through flows in the proposed GT notches?
Elise: fish that make seasonal runs would not have any problems getting through or over the
notches.
2 Units 3 hours/day will have minimal effects?
The magnitude of impact on dry conditions will be minimal
Going back several years, summer water temperature was discussed. Water temperature
was established as a critical variable. Won’t this bring us back to the same problem we
started with?
Elise: this continues to be a big question. It’s unknown if, or to what degree the pools will mitigate
the temperatures yet. This must be built into the models. We should recognize that the situation
probably can’t get any worse than it is now.
Are we making any progress at all?
We’re coming up with alternatives for increasing downstream flows while addressing other needs
and requirements. Decreasing erosion while dampening pulses is another benefit.
We’re developing hypotheses about the temperature effects.
Will my kids be able to see a crawdad, a sucker or a mink again?
The best means of answering this question would be examining the model and the assumptions it
contains. There is no quick answer here. Looking to Elise for an answer
Several issues are going on include various flows in the river. GTs are one potential
means of achieving these goals.
There are potentially other management actions. If we can establish weights for achieving as
many positive effects as possible for the max number of stakeholder goals. There are multiple
variations anticipated within the model
What are the environmental effects of installing GTs?
It appears that the majority of changes will be within the river channel. We don’t know the extent
of what will be affected outside the channel. The State of AL owns what’s outside the river
channel. There will be some problems associated with installing any GT at any of these sites.
They will not be filled with concrete. We’ll try to use a structure that can be stretched across the
river.
Access to the river will need to be secured. Cooperation of property owners will have to be
worked out to make this happen. AL Power has no authority to condemn property. Any authority
to condemn is based on furnishing electricity
The damage factors are unknown in the event of an extreme high water event
BREAK!
The facilitator reviewed the process for how we got here. We have been taking in as many
“wants” from as many stakeholders as possible to model and weigh the alternatives.
AL DCNR presented a proposal for more consistent flow. Monitoring flows at the Heflin gauge
was offered up as a starting point. With the addition of GTs, flow attenuation, pooling and
spawning concerns were addressed. Fishable/floatable add-ons to the model were also added.
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What we looked at post meeting was GTs above CHC would have to be big and substantial.
Adding a few additional structures needed to be explored.
Please explain the difference between Bestgate and Fullgate
The operation is based on a curve going from 100% to 0% gate opening. Peak operating
efficiency is calibrated at 80 to 90%, causing this gate opening to vary. Head variances can vary
from 6100 to 6500 cfs. 67 megawatts is a bestgate figure.
Fullgate at Harris would be approximately 69 megawatts. These are calculated to maximize
generation potential.
2 scenarios change this: 1. Loss of a steam plant will trigger fullgate generation. 2. Pending spills
from Harris. It’s better to get some efficiency than nothing at all during a highwater period.
Movie files will be provided to plot stages, flows and velocities for various points on the
river.
Where did the 50 cfs originate?
From discussions with Brad at the AL River Alliance. There is really no scientific validity to this
figure. It was based on some minimum flow below the dam that was requested. We got this point
about 2 meetings ago. This is the original reason an Adaptive mgmt approach was agreed to.
Amy: Brad’s intent was not to address the .5 of a mile below the dam. Modification to the
operation of dam was also an important component of the intent.
Pre-dam data is available at Wadley and for some portion of the Heflin gauge
Using the Heflin is a better way to go than locking into a 50 cfs figure
It is very difficult to model at 50 cfs or below. Numerically measuring the change flow falls
apart.
50 cfs at the dam
AL Power doesn’t have the capacity to deliver this at the tailways. Some structural modification
would have to be installed
Focusing on the first stretch after the dam will probably be fruitless in terms of impact. Let’s start
at Crooked Creek and move backwards to make a start at improving the river. .5 mile.
USGS measured flows downstream from the dam. There is very little control with a 45-ft
gate width. Cracking the gates slightly basically empties the lake.
Couldn’t a better gate be manufactured?
No. GTs have been examined and evaluated as preferable alternatives.
A lot of calories have been burnt on the Heflin gauge model. Multiple cfs modeling has taken
place. From these examinations, the only alternative that came close was the 0% monthly
release.
Are there problems this big with other dams?
Not in the southeast, but there are issues with multiple use systems nationwide. Dams change
the river wherever they are installed.
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Maximizing the assets (water) to run at 100% efficiency to maximize profits.
This is not the case with the Heflin model. There is significant economic loss to AL Power due to
periods of generation.
The Harris units are different from other hydroturbines that can operate at lower flows. APC
doesn’t have as much operational flexibility with them at Harris. This was one of the boundaries of
the process here. APC explored variations in spillway operations with USGS. There are physical
limitations on what can be done with the existing turbines. The engineering solutions placed on us
in 1970s limits available choices.
AL River Alliance
1. Expressed concern about the lack of additional options being explored
2. Expressed concerns about the lack of experience with geotubes
Brad was willing to consider GTs up to CHC as they are the most impacted points of the river. He
did not want to consider changing the river into a series of reservoirs. We don’t want more
reservoirs on the river and don’t believe AL RA is the only stakeholder who feels this way.
House turbines should be considered, modifying the trashgate flows should be considered and
additional minimal flows should be examined.
Willard to AL RA: Can you clarify position…you want ability at the dam to match the flow
at the Heflin gauge?
Yes
This flow doesn’t have to come from the dam.
AL RA is fully supportive of Heflin flow proposals. We believe there should be some sort of flow
mgmt from the dam. We want to see a natural flow regime in the river.
The original plan called for 1-2 and 3 GT alternatives.
5 GTs seem to reduce pulsing. Turning 14 miles of river into a reservoir isn’t our vision of a
solution
Wasn’t one of the assumptions of the GTs that banks would be retained?
Yes
Willard to AL RA: Where do you want to go with this?
A better evaluation of a House turbine or a modified trashgate. Something that would try to match
as closely as possible the flow at the Heflin gauge. Stan validates. This is what our modeling
efforts have been trying to do.
Is a flow control structure at the dam that would say immediately downstream the flow
would be preserved? Or is incorporating GTs above CHC with a flow control mechanism at
the dam?
Can we see both? We would love to see a flow control modification in addition to GTs.
Landowners don’t see where the model addresses our major concern: when the unit comes on,
the levels jump 6 ft. This will remain unchanged.
What are the implications for house turbines if the flows are cut off upstream?
Heflin gauge doesn’t include flows from the little Tallapoosa
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The Management team has been trying to reach an optimum perspective. GT model has been
developed by the SH board concluding this was the best practice available at this time. It may fall
apart during modeling. Could possibly be done in tandem, but to deviate from what we have
gotten to, you are asking us to start the process over from scratch.
Facilitator: It sounds like we could examine the 2 structures above CHC.
Data is available. Attenuation problems are known. Start where we were without the CHC GTs.
AL ARA’s opinion is that the process HAS fallen down with GTs below CHC.
At this point this modeling is questionable to some in the room.
Willard: Are you saying as long as there are peaking operations that exceed a certain
amount of time its unacceptable?
No. Peaking is the root of the problem
What is it that we’re being asked to evaluate?
An acceptable starting point
Examining GTs below CHC
Bill did what we asked him to do at the last meeting
Given the modeling we have now:
Option A: Heflin Gauge…anyone opposed? (no objections)
Option B: For some attenuation of peaking affects GTs above CHC provide some benefit
Both create certain flood control and oscillation problems
Option C: House turbine with peaking
There is no alternative that removes peaking
Willard: given the economic constraints, we would investigate starting 2 units at once, but to say
there would never be a time Harris dam would never generate at 65000 cfs wouldn’t happen
Option D: Phases generation at times
Ramping can take a number of forms. There are some alternatives to cavitation. Structural
limitations limit our ability to bring generators online slowly. Can bring one up instead of two.
What about including a goal of reducing peaking?
It’s in there. The proposal tonight doesn’t address this issue.
If we’re redesigning the dam as a result of this effort, maybe we shouldn’t have started this dialog.
GTs are going to do very little to address the peaking concern.
This is the priority issue for the majority of stakeholders.
WB: don’t think we have ever represented a downstream rereg structure that would eliminate the
fluctuation due to peaking. This goes back to the original presentation made 2-3 years ago. We
haven’t ever said there was anything short of tearing the dam down and rebuilding it to address
the issue.
Tearing the dam down and continuing to operating the dam as-is were the only solutions off the
table in this meeting (Fred Harders).
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The Heflin gauge WOULD be operating differently wouldn’t it?
This is real different.
If the GTs don’t address the peaking problem, we need to move on to another alternative.
Elise: we don’t know what the flows need to be in the river yet. We can’t identify a single species
of fish that is gone from the river, even with severely a altered ecosystem. Persistence of species
even with peaking operations remains. We have an opportunity to mitigate these with
conservation flows. We also have an opportunity to scientifically evaluate the changes the model
points. If that doesn’t improve fishing or reduce erosion we go back to the model and reevaluate.
40ft of shoreline has been lost due to erosion. If we don’t make changes this will continue
The House unit issue has reemerged.
8 megawatt unit: 500 to 1000 cfs will cause the lake to drain without minimizing the effects of
peaking.
We are not opposed to the rereg structures (land guy). A lot of people in the room are making
sacrifices. We can’t catch fish in the river, so we want to maintain the lake.
Elise: we have 2 sections to the model:
Existing model with Heflin gauge with spawning window
How do we achieve these flows?
If we need to go back to mgmt options of GTs, pulsing.,house turbines, trashgates
From a biological perspective I want to examine how these pools will affect specific species.
Without some means of evaluating these effects we will have no opportunity to evaluate the
alternatives.
Can we continue on the track we’re on with a cost-analysis of what new turbines will cost
and what they would produce in place?
Let us go back and evaluate the scenarios of GTs, pulsing, trashgates and house turbines and
inlcude them in the Heflin model. Number, duration of pulses can then be modeled. There are a
number of economic impacts on temperature, erosion, fragmentation and flooding.
Facilitator: are we trying to achieve a species/bio outcome (proper habitat and flows in the
river) or are we trying to select an option based on no knowledge?
Adaptive Management says we start with a series of knowns.
What if the GTs don’t work?
Adaptive Management says if they don’t work, we make changes based on the scientific findings.
Removing them is an option if they are unsuccessful.
How do you modify or adapt the GTs?
The major modification is matching the Heflin flows at the Wadley gauge. Potentially the best way
to achieve this is through the pools that will result.
Peaking and boatable days will be separate issues.
Have we hit a snag of the voting membership that we did not understand the peaking
issue?
Are we looking at a different parameter than we have for the past meetings….have we missed
something we didn’t see before? Some did not pick this up until reviewing the data mgmt chart
this evening.
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Is there any solution to the peaking problem other than a rereg structure below Harris
dam?
APC could not build a rereg structure below Harris to counter the effects of full generation. This
alternative was ruled out a long time ago.
Can we eliminate the peaks?
This would require complete R&R of the structure and rebuilding the dam.
AL RA would like to see a cost study to do a retrofit of the dam.
Let’s not lose the scientific study of the GTs.
We’re going to get peaking with the existing structures, correct?
Yes
So we have an option to use one unit coming up.
Facilitator: While we go forth and continue study, can we move forward with modeling the
Heflin gauge while we explore some ramping models?
This takes into account during emergencies and high water
We will still have pulses.
APC: We will evaluate ramping alternatives to demonstrate cause/effect of these.
GT above CHC: what are the outstanding issues?
If people don’t want anything below CHC, GTs may not be the way to go.
GTs did attenuate some of the large pulse. The only reason GTs were discussed below CHC was
because the group wanted to explore alternatives for further improvements.
AL RA: GT below CHC, raise concerns about potential affects on water quality, vandalism, and
flooding that have only been discussed minimally. Use of GTs are unprecedented and have a lot
of uncertainty.
Obstruction of these might cause the loss of topsoil in surrounding areas
.1 of an ft difference on 100-year flood plain was modeled
We must agree to either science as a basis or folklore.
If we put the GTs in, one of the key assumptions is to add no flooding; do not move the water
outside of existing banks. Restricting the flow mean water will deepen.
Zero flood GTs are the purpose.
Bill’s model did not show any measurable flooding impact on GTs. A 5 ft height using full
discharge only showed and impact at River mile 5. There is a hydrolic control point there.
If the 2 GTs above CHC (reviewing the 100-year flow) indicate no flooding impact. Riverbed
structure or the constrictions in the channel are the choke points.
Flooding is the issue, not the GTs for the landowners present
Additional aesthetic concerns (unsupported by those present) were raised by AL RA
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AL RA is willing to consider GTs above CHC.
Unaddressed concerns remain about GTs that have never been used before: this is the big issue
for AL RA
Safety: falling off them. Children, kids playing in pools. Unknowns have to be considered.
Bill: they are sloped, flat structures. Elise added safety considerations to the model
Boat passage.
Elise added this to the model
Water quality behind the GTs (temperature, DO, nutrients). No specifics were offered to the
model….general concerns. Elise added this to the model
Vandalism/Maintenance/Structural integrity of the GT
We need to establish how they are used and life expectancy, potential issues data on attributes,
safety from Army CoE. Maintenance and safety of structures and river users
Height Concerns?
Smaller is better.
Aesthetics?
Undefined
How long would it take for a 5 ft GT to dewater?
Bill to provide animations illustrating this; will be posted to website. Will provide 2 1-week
windows showing different flow regimes:sever dry and diversity.
The maximum height includes bottom of notch to the top of the notch.
April: assumed height of GTs would be “small” less than 5 ft
The “14 miles of pooled river” statement was challenged. We need to scientifically
evaluate this. Anything is better than the status quo.
Visualizing hydrology and biology are tough for this crowd. Poor job has been done of
communicating science to landowners and the non-scientific community. .
We agreed to use fact-based decision making as a team charter.
We need to eliminate opinions from this process. Everybody has an opinion…let’s model and go
with this. .
There may be value in assembling summary facts, figures and where we’ve been summarizing
findings so far relative to the Heflin gauge. Defining common terms and expectation might be
useful
DJ: We can’t stop in mid-stream. Tonight’s discussion has shed some light on some new issues.
1. Model cost/benefit of 1 turbine phased generation with/without GTs
Provide a cost estimate of what this mode of operation would cost. Specify this mode unless
1 of the 2 emergency conditions result.
Will evaluate and provide a cost.
2. AL RA wants to see evaluation of a house turbine that would provide capabilities to
duplicate the Heflin gauge flows
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3. Determine costs to remove existing units and replace them.
Is there a cutoff number that represents a reasonable number ($50mm)
How does this fit into the profits of AL power
Meet minimum flow objectives and eliminate peaking issue
Given the modeling we have now:
Option A: Heflin Gauge…anyone opposed?
No objections were noted
Option B: For some attenuation of peaking affects GTs above CHC provide some benefit
Both create certain flood control and oscillation problems
Option C: House turbine with peaking
There is no alternative that removes peaking
Willard: given the economic constraints, we would investigate starting 2 units at once, but to say
there would never be a time Harris dam would never generate at 65000 cfs wouldn’t happen
Option D: Phases generation at times
Ramping can take a number of forms. There are some alternatives to cavitation. Structural
limitations limit our ability to bring generators online slowly. Can bring one up instead of two.
Explore a Valve Option?
Up to 500 cfs
What about including a goal of reducing peaking?
It’s in there. The proposal tonight doesn’t address this issue.
Fact-based decision making was what we agreed to
We need to establish that there is and end-point to creating more data.
Opinions are taking us in the wrong direction.
Facilitator: Let’s look at the models that are already there. There is a ton of data to review
The model has been tuned and appended.
Let’s be up to speed for the next meeting.
Come prepared to play...do your homework of what the model is definitionally
GT below CHC?
April doesn’t want 7 of the 14 miles of river pooling
Leave 3 GT option in
The principle of free flowing river is the issue
When will the modeling be complete?
Bill: animations will be developed within a week
Elise: February completion
WB: Formal requests to alter lake levels upstream and downstream. Several competing demands
will affect how long this will take. No way to estimate how long this will take.
Next meeting: 1st week in March 2004?
Channel as many questions as possible to Katie.
WB: last mtg said we’d make an inquiry with the Corps of Engineers re: 404 permitting.
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Requires an individual 404 permit. Unknown if this is a per-tube permit. Minimum of a 6 month
pr oc es s .
Has every option been vetted tonight or portions of them?
How does the power co feel about running 2 turbines 4 hrs vs. 1 for 8 hrs?
APC will not be running a single for 8 hrs unless there was a lot of power required. Most
hydropower is needed for short-term consumption. There is no way to store it.
DJ: Let’s agree to agree in March based on data
We will do everything possible to distribute data 2 weeks prior to next meeting for review.
Everyone gets 2 weeks to review prior to our next meeting.
March Meeting Objectives
Review pros/cons of each option
Review what the model says about biological impact of each
Deliverable will be some starting point that makes the most sense
Shoot for the greatest consensus possible in the room
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